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Abstract
Aiming at the field of e-commerce, this paper analyzes e-commerce user behavior based on the data 
characteristics of e-commerce back-end logs and constructs a user behavior mining model. On the basis of 
Web user behavior theory, it analyzes user behavior based on interactive content. Based on the background 
of big data, the traditional data mining algorithm is further optimized, which greatly improves the operating 
efficiency of the algorithm. At the same time, a distributed file storage structure is adopted to improve the 
fault tolerance of system data processing. This paper studies the advantages and disadvantages of 
collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms. The Web user behavior mining system constructed in this 
paper can conduct multi-dimensional and efficient mining. It helps e-commerce merchants and content 
providers to understand their users and achieve better commercial value through precise marketing and 
accurate recommendations, and complete the upgrade of data-driven services.
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1. Introduction

Since the popularization of the Internet, the number of online audiences has continued to

increase. How to enable them to obtain more convenient and intelligent services, Web Mining

[1] technology has emerged. Through user behavior collection systems, data processing

platforms, and machine learning algorithms for mining data characteristics, we can actively

display the content that users are most interested in and generate personalized services. The

main application directions of Web log mining are: collecting user visit traces, mining user visit

behavior patterns, optimizing website structure, and personalized information recommendation

services. These application directions are derived from actual commercial needs, and because of

their huge application value[2], they are also popular research directions in academia.

Lu Lina[3] and others proposed a set of standardized procedures for data preprocessing. The

source data is Web logs, site files, and user session files, and it uses data purification, user

identification, session judgment, and path supplementation. Finally, you can discover the user's

browsing mode and site usage, helping site managers optimize site structure and services.
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E. Cohen[4] proposed to develop a corresponding user behavior mining system based on

user data. The process is as follows: through the client's proxy to collect the user's page access

data such as browsing time, URL, clicks and requests, transfer through the proxy, and then

send the data back to the server. Then build a mining system to mine log data. Bunchner et

al.[5] can summarize the relationship between logs and data tables through the migration mode

of user interests. Then use standard data mining algorithms to do the mapping of log data to

relational tables in the database. At the same time, it can further save the time of log data

preprocessing. For large data sets, it reduces the pressure of storage and calculation and also

saves bandwidth loss caused by data transfer.

Under normal circumstances, when data mining algorithms process massive data sets in a

big data platform, the approach taken is to break down tasks into smaller tasks. These tasks

are distributed to different child nodes for calculation through the scheduling system. After the

calculation of each node, the calculation results are summarized. This is how the data mining

algorithm parallelizes the data processing in the big data platform. Luo[6][7] and others have

studied many multi-task mode mining systems, which are mainly divided into two categories.

One is a distributed mining system, such as the JAM system of Columbia University, the

Quest of IBM, and Weka4WS of the Tailia team. The other is a parallel data mining method,

the focus of research is on the data mining algorithm itself, and the design of the data mining

algorithm or data processing in parallel. This has certain requirements on the algorithm itself,

that is, there are parts that can be parallelized in the implementation of the algorithm itself,

which can effectively improve the processing capacity of the algorithm itself. After the parallel

processing research of data mining is combined with big data technology, data mining has

achieved good results on large data sets.

Recommendation technologies can be divided into collaborative filtering, content-based, and

hybrid recommendation, among which collaborative filtering recommendation technology is the

most commonly used recommendation method in the field of recommendation systems.

User-based collaborative filtering was proposed by Goldberg et al. in 1992 and applied to spam

filtering[8]. The idea of this algorithm is to calculate the similarity between users (usually using

Euclidean distance), and by finding and Users with similar interest preferences of the target

user find users with similar interests to the target user, select items that the target user has

not used from the item pool of similar users, and recommend items for the target user. In

2001, Sarwar et al.[9] proposed item-based collaborative filtering. It was first used on the

Amazon e-commerce platform to recommend products to users[10], and then played an

important role in multiple content distribution fields. Function[11], the idea of the algorithm is
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to calculate the similarity between items, and the association between items can be established

according to the calculation results, and items are recommended based on the historical

behavior of the target user and the similarity of the items.

This paper focuses on the research and analysis of the application of web log mining related

technologies in user behavior mining in the big data environment, and the recommendation

model after log mining. In-depth analysis of the format of the Web log and the network

environment, pre-processing of the source data, and extracting effective user access information.

The processed log file is used as the original material for user behavior mining. Through

pattern mining, the general access patterns of users are obtained, and at the same time, further

improvements are made to the imperfections of the traditional collaborative filtering

recommendation system, and finally the prototype of the user behavior mining system is

constructed.

2. Related Research

2.1 Web User Behavior and Web Log Mining

Web user behavior, it refers to the behavior of netizens on the Internet. It also refers to the

behavior patterns of network users and their network activities. It is a broad definition[12]. At

present, the number of Chinese Internet users is very large, and the population characteristics

are also very diverse, so it is difficult to give an exact definition of online user behavior.

Therefore, we usually classify the behavior of network users from the perspective of the

network applications or content they visit. Through the analysis of user access content, we can

classify online user behaviors into five major categories, including: content acquisition, online

shopping behavior, social behavior, life service behavior, and entertainment behavior.

According to different research properties and research methods, network data mining is

generally divided into the following three types: Web log mining (Web Usage Mining, also

known as Web usage mining), Web content and structure mining. Data mining is the process

of mining the above three types of information and discovering knowledge that is of interest

or very valuable to users. [Table 1] makes a comprehensive comparison of the above three

different types of Web data mining:
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[Table 1] Web Mining Classification

The basic components of web log records mainly include: user ID, visited URL, date and

time of behavior trigger (such as click, browse, feedback, etc.), detailed information of user

request (can distinguish GET and POST, HTTP version number, HTTP Response information

and browser information)[13]. Among them, what is used in this article includes the user's

unique identification ID, the time of the request, the specific behavior triggered by the request,

and the URL accessed. The main research scope of this paper is the field of e-commerce, and

it also includes the content characteristics of e-commerce system, such as static data such as

commodities and site modules, as well as user behavior on commodities and interaction data

with the site. Web log mining is based on user access logs stored on the server side of the

website. These access records contain traces of access left by users after a series of operations.

The goal of Web log mining is to understand user access behavior patterns, find hidden rules

and knowledge in log records, and strive to provide users with more accuracy through

technical means such as classification models, clustering models, association analysis, path

discovery, and recommendation models. Personalized service.

2.2 Research on Data Mining Algorithms

Clustering algorithm is a type of unsupervised learning. Supervised learning means that the

training samples have been given the correct classification results before learning. The clustering

algorithm is the process of discovering the unknown class of each sample, and then putting

together multiple samples of the same potential class to form the same class. The following

[Table 2] contains some common clustering methods.
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[Table 2] Common Clustering Methods

Sequence mining is the process of finding frequently occurring sequence combinations from a

set of ordered data sequences, and is an extension of the association rule algorithm. The

difference is that the results of sequential pattern mining and objects are ordered[14], which

can potentially discover the temporal connections between transactions. Commonly used

sequence mining algorithms include: Apriori All, GSP, PrefixSpan, SPADE, etc.[15]. [Table 3]

shows several commonly used sequence mining algorithms.

[Table 3] Common Sequence Mining Algorithms

The recommendation algorithm uses some historical behavior data of the user and the

attributes of the recommended item, combined with a specific algorithm process, to analyze and

speculate on the items that the user may be interested in [16]. Commonly used recommendation
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algorithms include the following:

2.2.1 Recommendation Algorithm Based on Collaborative Filtering

The collaborative filtering algorithm has been introduced in the previous article, and it is

generally divided into UserCF and ItemCF. The main working principle of UserCF is to

recommend items to users that are of the same group as their hobbies and that the user has

not purchased. An example is as follows: User A and User B are both Bao Moms, and A and

B can be regarded as belonging to the same user group. When user A has a recommendation

requirement, he can analyze B's shopping history and find out those that A has not purchased

and recommend to A. Based on the above basic principles, UserCF mainly includes the

following two steps:

1. Find users who belong to the same interest group as the target user

2. Find items that the user likes and that the target user has not purchased and recommend

to the target user.

The main working principle of ItemCF is to recommend items that are similar to the items

that users liked before. An example is as follows: User A has previously bought item B

"Murder on the Orient Express", the algorithm will recommend item C "No Survival" to you

based on this behavior. The algorithm believes that item B and item C are very similar Degree

is because most users who like item B also like item C. Based on the above basic principles,

the ItemCF algorithm is mainly divided into two steps:

1. Calculate the similarity between all items;

2. According to the similarity of items and the historical behavior of users, the

recommendation results are generated.

In order to find the nearest neighbors or users, commonly used methods to measure

similarity include cosine value and Pearson correlation coefficient.

2.2.2 Content-based Recommendation Algorithm

Content-based recommendations usually analyze a series of historical behaviors of users, such

as items that have been rated. Based on the feature modeling of the items that the user has

scored, the recommendation is combined with the user's feature, and the user's feature is

extracted from the user's interest. Based on the above basic principles, content-based

recommendation is mainly divided into three steps:

1. Construct feature representations of items based on their attributes;

2. Construct user characteristics by learning user historical behavior;
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3. Generate a recommended set.

2.3 Big Data Processing Framework Hadoop

Low cost, high scalability, and high performance are the main reasons for the rapid growth of

Hadoop distributed systems in academic and industrial fields. Hadoop reduces operating costs

and energy consumption of computer resources by integrating high utilization of storage,

network and computing resources, and a centralized computing platform[17]. In order to realize

the effective storage of log data, this paper selects HDFS distributed storage for efficient

reading and writing of data and extended storage. At the same time, the MapReduce parallel

computing framework is used to realize the parallelization of the algorithm[18].

MapReduce is an easy-to-use parallel programming model. Based on the Hadoop platform,

MapReduce can enable a task to be split into each node in the cluster, thereby achieving

parallel processing of tasks, usually used for parallelizable tasks of large data sets. MapReduce

is composed of a master server node (Job Tracker) and multiple slave task nodes (Task

Tracker). This structure is also called a master-slave architecture. This is a scalable and elastic

architecture that has been widely used. The master server node (Job Tracker) is responsible for

the scheduling of all tasks (these tasks are allocated on the slave nodes) and is responsible for

monitoring the execution status of each task server. When the task on the slave server node

(Task Tracker) fails, the master server node (Job Tracker) transfers the task to another slave

server node (Task Tracker).

The principle of parallel programming in MapReduce can be summarized as processing a

bunch of messy data according to certain characteristics, and summarizing the process we want

to solve, that is, the process of Map and Reduce. In the Map phase, the input of the Map

function is a key-value pair. After processing by the Map function, the intermediate key-value

pairs are generated, and then sorted by keys. With the same key value is merged, the

generated key value pair is the output of the Map. After the Shuffle phase of MapReduce, the

reduced phase is already summarized data.

In the Reduce phase, the Reduce function is used to receive the key-value pairs output from

the Map phase. According to the user's requirements, the Reduce function gets a smaller result

set after processing, and then outputs it to HDFS. Usually, Reduce produces only one or zero

output. The architecture of MapReduce. As shown in [Fig. 1].
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[Fig. 1] Map Reduce Architecture

HDFS (Distributed File System) can be used as the underlying distributed storage of multiple

parallel computing frameworks, such as Spark and Hadoop's MapReduce. HDFS adopts a

master-slave structure model consisting of a NameNode and multiple DataNodes. The master-slave

structure of HDFS gives HDFS the advantage of high fault tolerance. As a distributed storage,

it also has the characteristics of high throughput and high concurrency. It is very suitable for

deployment on low-cost machines and can handle large-scale data sets., Has been widely used

all the time. The slave node (DataNode) is used to perform computing tasks, is responsible for

managing data storage and processing client read and write requests, and performs the tasks of

NameNode creation, deletion, and copying of data blocks. HDFS divides a large data collection

into several data blocks and stores them on multiple DataNodes. The storage structure is

shown in [Fig. 2].

[Fig. 2] HDFS Data Storage Structure

In the HDFS file system, there is the most suitable file size, about 64MB, which can make

the scheduling of data files more efficient, and data backups between multiple machines at the

same time make the entire system more reliable. Usually, the default number of copies is 3

copies. Using this strategy is a trade-off between minimizing read and write overhead and data

reliability. Data files are scattered in different racks, and there are multiple copies of one data.

This can minimize the network bandwidth overhead and read and write latency required by

the Hadoop cluster during communication. When HDFS reads data, it determines which rack
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the read data request is closest to, and then requests the corresponding rack to obtain the data.

If the HDFS cluster has multiple data centers in different regions, the copy of the local data

center will be accessed first.

3. Data Processing and User Behavior Recognition

3.1 Data Processing

The data used in this article includes user purchase behavior records of a B2C e-commerce

website A from April 2018 to December 2019 and Taobao user purchase behavior records from

November 25, 2019 to December 3, 2019. The main data types of these two data sets are user

information data, product information data, behavior data, and product category data. Each

user, order, and product has its own independent ID. In order to prevent exposure of user

privacy, it has been anonymized. The data is in UTF-8 encoding, and the time format is

yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.

The pre-data of the unprocessed web log is rough, and there are some dirty data, such as

repeated and wrong requests caused by network delays, noise data that has nothing to do with

the subject, and some incomplete data. In addition to the normal visits of users, there are also

search engines and crawlers, which will directly or indirectly affect the effect of data mining.

Therefore, in order to make the original data meet the requirements of the experiment, we

need to clean it.

For data cleaning, we first need to remove duplicate orders, products or users according to

their unique ID numbers. The second is to clean missing and invalid values. This article uses

Lagrangian interpolation to remove missing values. For some data, multiple key fields are

missing and cannot be supplemented by other means as invalid values and can be removed

directly. Then there is a unified format. Because there are many time representation formats,

sometimes there is a problem of uniform format. Here, the time format is unified as

yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss. Finally, crawler data identification is required. According to the

request IP, operation time interval, and access request header, most crawler requests can be

identified, and this part of the data can be removed.

Data derivation is the creation of new features based on one or more features in the process

of feature construction. You can make full use of the key field data. For example, the time

when the user’s order was created includes year, month, and day. At this time, we can derive

this field to find the user’s characteristics of each day and each month; the identification of
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off-season months and peak-season months, etc.

3.2 User Behavior Recognition

User identification is the identification of the corresponding user in each log record, which is

an important step in establishing a one-to-one or one-to-many relationship between the user

and the log. Generally, it uses IP address, cookie identification, client information, registered

user information, etc. to improve the accuracy of user identification. In practical applications,

we need to take into account the user's privacy and the accuracy of user identification.

For session recognition, there are a variety of session recognition algorithms in the academic

world, including: page access time threshold method, which is segmented by setting a single

session duration threshold. Website homepage identification method, dynamic average time

threshold method, etc. This article mainly uses the setting time threshold method, that is, when

the total time of a single session does not exceed this time threshold.

Transaction recognition is to extract specific access patterns on the basis of session

recognition, which is the basis of algorithms such as sequence mining and path recognition.

The simplest method of transaction identification is the time window method, in which all

pages that the user interacts with during a user session are divided into the length of a

transaction time. The common identification method is the maximum forward sequence method.

For example, the sequence generated by a user requesting a page during the browsing process

is ABCDE. Generally, there are multiple modules and pages in the system. The analysis and

optimization of system sites are usually based on modules. Including site layout optimization,

site nesting depth optimization, etc. User access to the marked page module will leave a record

in the database as part of log data collection.

4. Web User Access Pattern Mining System

4.1 Demand Analysis

With the popularity of the Internet and more and more Web users, the amount of data on the

Internet is increasing. On almost any website, such as e-commerce platforms such as Taobao

and Jingdong; content distribution websites such as Baidu News and Toutiao. For audio and

video websites such as Tencent Video and Douyin, as long as users visit, there will be

corresponding recorded data. This will provide analysis data for the back-end engineering and
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technical personnel to complete the user's personalized service. This article mainly focuses on

the e-commerce field. With the increase in the number of e-commerce platforms of the same

nature, it is necessary to distinguish itself from the original marketing model and precision

marketing. The transformation of the center’s business model. According to the user's visit

interest preferences, visit habits, visit paths and improved recommendation models, customized

personalized services for target users are an important manifestation of Internet intelligence

[19-22]. Starting from these modules, this chapter constructs the basic prototype of user access

patterns[23][24].

4.2 User Access Pattern Mining System

The user's visit interest is the user's unique interest mode generated in the interaction between

daily life and network information. For example, some users can quickly lock in a certain

product and purchase it immediately, while some users will shop around before making further

considerations. Some users like to watch different types of advertisements to reduce their choice

costs[25][26]. This paper has completed the analysis of user interest and preference grouping.

System users can select part of the user's access behavior. The background will convert the

URL sequence and module tags generated by the user's access into a user access matrix model

for processing. The clustering algorithm used in this paper combines fuzzy clustering and

parallel processing of big data platforms, and adopts an improved parallelized fuzzy clustering

algorithm. Through the model in the article, the user's visit interest can be converted into a

visit feature matrix, and then the feature matrix can be clustered to divide users into

corresponding interest groups. As shown in [Fig. 3], the optimal number of categories is

determined through multiple experiments and comparisons as well as actual interpretability.

[Fig. 3] User Interest Classification

The user's access habits are related to the user's age, gender, occupation, and biological

clock. For example, students mainly use the Internet on non-working days, while white-collar

workers mainly focus on the time after get off work. This section completes the analysis of
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user habit classification, using the Xgboost algorithm. We select some users, because each

person's attributes and laws are different, so different shopping habits are produced. According

to the user's access distribution within a day, and the distribution on weekdays and weekends,

the discretization of the time period can be performed to divide users into different categories,

as shown in [Fig. 4].

[Fig. 4] Mining User Access Habits

The site access analysis is divided into two parts. One is the site module distribution

analysis, that is, whether users can use each module accurately and reasonably, and how

attractive each module is to users. Through the module mark, can capture the user's access to

each module. For a multi-module and multi-page system, we want to know the user's interest

in certain modules, so as to adjust the distribution and functions of each module to achieve

the purpose of site optimization. The second is the analysis of the user's access path. Through

the user's access path, it can be seen whether the access nesting of the entire site is reasonable.

For the more frequently accessed paths, we adjust the depth so that users can access them

more conveniently, so as to optimize the site structure. The improved PrefixSpan algorithm on

the Hadoop platform is used.

Comprehensive user recommendation is aimed at sparse user data, and when accurate

recommendations are often not available, the migration learning method can assist the existing

system in the historical data based on the vertical website or the old module. Recommended

role. Connect users through shared product tags in the two fields to classify users. For the

recommendation of our system users, we can recommend through the existing interest model,

and at the same time construct a user feature matrix through the link of the tag, and use our

scoring formula to score the same type of users. The final recommendation result is the

recommendation generated by the transfer of the interest model of the source domain and the

weighted recommendation of the interest model of the target domain.

The Web user access pattern mining system first analyzes the needs of the Web user access

mining system to prove the value of the work done. Then analyze multiple modules of the
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system separately, carry out preliminary planning and realization, and finally form the preliminary

prototype of the Web user mining system through the combination of modules.

5 Conclusion

As a practical research, web log mining has always been a hot direction of data mining, so it

has great commercial and academic value. This paper first refers to a large number of

literature and the actual needs of commercial companies, do a detailed research work, but also

do a relatively adequate technical reserve. The whole process of Web log mining is analyzed

one by one and studied deeply. At the same time, combined with the current needs of

commercialization, the traditional web log mining system is improved, and the prototype of

web user behavior mining system is completed, and each module and function are introduced

in detail.
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